
Our growing company is looking for a supply chain, senior manager. Please review
the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will
consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have
sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for supply chain, senior manager

Ensure service level to customers in accordance with Specialties requirements
vs cost of customer service
Establish competitive cost per kg target and create strategies and metrics to
deliver cost out targets
Lead Logistics team to ensure compliance with all regulations, competitive
cycle times and cost effective shipments
Key point of contact to the Specialties commercial teams in North America
Direct management of planning staff members to manage both short and
long term projects
Actively develop and manage process to review, analyze, and action top
global platform capacities, including prebuild and capacity management to
support global growth and market needs
Refine and manage process to review, analyze, and action new product
development, including prebuild and capacity management to support global
growth and market needs
Partner with sourcing and operations to decrease lead time to market within
supply chain scope through earlier visibility, decreased material lead times
and execution
Work cross functionally with Marketing, Engineering, Operations, and other
project team members to introduce new products/programs through
domestic manufacturing environments on-time with appropriate inventory

Example of Supply Chain, Senior Manager Job
Description
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Budget responsibilities include departmental staffing, and input on inventory
walks and future capital plans for each facility

Qualifications for supply chain, senior manager

Bachelors Degree in Business Administration, Industrial Engineering, or
Logistics preferred
Must have excellent written and verbal communications skills along with
strong analytical capabilities
Experience working with unionized workforce preferred
Must possess computer knowledge in Microsoft office applications
Able to work in a self-directed team environment and be highly participative
BS/BA or University degree, MBA preferred


